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ABSTRACT With the pervasiveness of Body Sensor Network (BSN) and cloud computing, online health query service has attracted considerable attention and become a promising approach to improve our quality of healthcare service. However, it still faces many challenges on privacy of users’ sensitive personal information, confidentiality of health service provider’s diagnosis model, accuracy of the diagnosis result, and efficiency of the query result. In this paper, we propose an efficient and privacy-preserving health query scheme over outsourced cloud named HeOC. In the HeOC scheme, the authenticated users can send the encrypted physiological data to the cloud and query the specific disease level accurately on the encrypted medical data stored in the cloud. To reduce the query latency, we first design a sensor anomaly detection technique to find the high risk disease according to the user’s sensor information. Then, with the oblivious pseudorandom function protocol, the user queries the diagnosis result accurately. Detailed security analysis shows that the HeOC scheme can achieve the diagnosis without disclosing the privacy of the user’s health information and confidentiality of the health service provider’s diagnosis model. In addition, the extensive experiments with an android app and two python programs demonstrate its efficiency in computations and communications.

INDEX TERMS Health query, outsourced cloud, privacy, sensor, smart phone.

I. INTRODUCTION

A few years ago, the research on wireless sensor network technologies and applications led to the introduction of Body Sensor Networks (BSNs). With the pervasiveness of smartphones and BSNs, health query service has received considerable attentions and become more popular. Particularly, a user is equipped with a wearable BSN, which comprises wireless physiological sensors like, smart fabrics, skin electrodes, surface thermistor or three-axis accelerometer for motion sensing. A various of BSN applications are proposed in these years including early detection, elderly assistance, physical activity monitoring and so on [1]–[3]. Considering the limited resource of the sensors, the collected data streams can not be transmitted remotely to a service provider like healthcare center or cloud service provider. Therefore, smart devices like smart phones and smart watches are used to collect these sensor data stream, conduct some sophisticated signal processing techniques and algorithms [4]–[6]. Shown as Fig.1, the benefits of the wearable health system is the possibility to enjoy the health monitor service without obstructing user’s comfort in performing daily activities.

While the BSN health query service is popular and vital, most of the health query service require users to submit physiological data, medical history, personal information, which seriously raises concerns about leaking and misusing of users’ personal health data. Especially, because of financial and operational benefits, the health service provider tends to
In this paper, aiming at solving these above challenges, we propose a novel sensor anomaly detection technique for detecting high-risk disease named SADS. In the SADS technique, the health service provider outsources an encrypted health tree for reference to the cloud. Authenticated users send encrypted physiological data to the cloud to detect high-risk disease without disclosing his/her sensitive personal health data.

Third, we develop an android app and two python programs to evaluate the performance of the HeOC scheme in real environment. The results show that the HeOC scheme is efficient with low computation and communication overhead.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce our system model, security requirement and design goal. In Section III, we introduce some preliminaries for our scheme. And in Section IV, we present our HeOC scheme, followed by its security analysis and performance evaluation in Section V and Section VI respectively. We also discuss the related works in Section VII. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section VIII.

II. MODELS AND DESIGN GOAL

In this section, we formalize the system model, security requirement in this paper, and identify our design goal.

A. SYSTEM MODEL

Privacy-preserving health query has been studied in two settings of: two-party health query and outsourced health query. In this paper, we focus on the latter setting. In the former setting, the hospital plays the role of the health data owner and service provider. Users conduct health query from the hospital. In the outsourced health query setting, shown as Fig.2, the system consists of three kinds of entities: health service provider, authenticated users and the cloud.

To simplify the system model, we take hospital as the}

outsource the huge number of health data and health query service to the cloud, who is able to execute high-performance computing applications. These applications consume considerable amount of computing power and memory. Protecting the users’ privacy in health query has attracted considerable interest. On the other hand, the health data and diagnosis model are intellectual properties of the healthcare center, and should be kept away from disclosing to the cloud. Lying at the intersection of mobile computing and cloud computing, designing a privacy-preserving health query on outsourced cloud faces the challenges below:

- Challenges on accurately health query on encrypted data. Mentioned as above, In the outsourced health query service, the health service provider and the user are not willing to disclose the sensitive health data and physiological data. Both of the health data and the physiological data are encrypted before being sent to the cloud. Health query on encrypted data is a big challenge. Some privacy-preserving techniques like differential privacy may distort the data, making it unsuitable for medical analysis, sometimes even fatal for users [7]. Therefore, the health query scheme on encrypted data should be accurate for medical analysis.

- Challenges on efficiency of health query on encrypted data. A various of cryptographic techniques have been proposed to conduct health query and data analysis on encrypted data. For example, different homomorphic encryption techniques are introduced in this research area [8]–[11]. But the overhead of the computation becomes a stumbling block to make this technique be popularized at mass industrial level. To provide good user experiences, the health query scheme on encrypted data should be efficient.

- Challenges on Security. Although the health data and users’ physiological data are encrypted, it is reasonable to assume an attacker know the plaintext of some encrypted data, or some other side information. Thus, it is important to require the scheme to be robust against some other attacks, like known-plaintext attack. Moreover, to prevent unauthenticated attackers, only authenticated users are allowed to conduct health query.

In this paper, aiming at solving these above challenges, we propose an efficient and privacy-preserving health query scheme over outsourced cloud, named HeOC, which allows authenticated users query on the encrypted health data without disclosing his/her sensitive physiological data to the cloud. Specifically, we design a novel sensor anomaly detection technique, which efficiently detects the anomaly disease with high risk for further analysis. The main contributions of this paper are as following:

- First, we propose the HeOC scheme, an efficient privacy-preserving health query over outsourced cloud. Particularly, in this scheme, the user detects the anomaly disease with the sensor collected data first to filter out the suspicious disease with its related physiological data. Then through a variant of OPRF protocol, the user can query the accurate disease level with the filtered result from the sensor anomaly detection technique. Experiments demonstrate that our HeOC scheme is efficient.

- Second, we propose a novel sensor anomaly detection technique for detecting high-risk disease named SADS. In the SADS technique, the health service provider outsource the huge number of health data and health query service to the cloud, who is able to execute high-performance computing applications. These applications consume considerable amount of computing power and memory. Protecting the users’ privacy in health query has attracted considerable interest. On the other hand, the health data and diagnosis model are intellectual properties of the healthcare center, and should be kept away from disclosing to the cloud. Lying at the intersection of mobile computing and cloud computing, designing a privacy-preserving health query on outsourced cloud faces the challenges below:

- Challenges on accurately health query on encrypted data. Mentioned as above, In the outsourced health query service, the health service provider and the user are not willing to disclose the sensitive health data and physiological data. Both of the health data and the physiological data are encrypted before being sent to the cloud. Health query on encrypted data is a big challenge. Some privacy-preserving techniques like differential privacy may distort the data, making it unsuitable for medical analysis, sometimes even fatal for users [7]. Therefore, the health query scheme on encrypted data should be accurate for medical analysis.

- Challenges on efficiency of health query on encrypted data. A various of cryptographic techniques have been proposed to conduct health query and data analysis on encrypted data. For example, different homomorphic encryption techniques are introduced in this research area [8]–[11]. But the overhead of the computation becomes a stumbling block to make this technique be popularized at mass industrial level. To provide good user experiences, the health query scheme on encrypted data should be efficient.

- Challenges on Security. Although the health data and users’ physiological data are encrypted, it is reasonable to assume an attacker know the plaintext of some encrypted data, or some other side information. Thus, it is important to require the scheme to be robust against some other attacks, like known-plaintext attack. Moreover, to prevent unauthenticated attackers, only authenticated users are allowed to conduct health query.

In this paper, aiming at solving these above challenges, we propose an efficient and privacy-preserving health query scheme over outsourced cloud, named HeOC, which allows authenticated users query on the encrypted health data without disclosing his/her sensitive physiological data to the cloud. Specifically, we design a novel sensor anomaly detection technique, which efficiently detects the anomaly disease with high risk for further analysis. The main contributions of this paper are as following:

- First, we propose the HeOC scheme, an efficient privacy-preserving health query over outsourced cloud. Particularly, in this scheme, the user detects the anomaly disease with the sensor collected data first to filter out the suspicious disease with its related physiological data. Then through a variant of OPRF protocol, the user can query the accurate disease level with the filtered result from the sensor anomaly detection technique. Experiments demonstrate that our HeOC scheme is efficient.

- Second, we propose a novel sensor anomaly detection technique for detecting high-risk disease named SADS. In the SADS technique, the health service provider outsource the huge number of health data and health query service to the cloud, who is able to execute high-performance computing applications. These applications consume considerable amount of computing power and memory. Protecting the users’ privacy in health query has attracted considerable interest. On the other hand, the health data and diagnosis model are intellectual properties of the healthcare center, and should be kept away from disclosing to the cloud. Lying at the intersection of mobile computing and cloud computing, designing a privacy-preserving health query on outsourced cloud faces the challenges below:

- Challenges on accurately health query on encrypted data. Mentioned as above, In the outsourced health query service, the health service provider and the user are not willing to disclose the sensitive health data and physiological data. Both of the health data and the physiological data are encrypted before being sent to the cloud. Health query on encrypted data is a big challenge. Some privacy-preserving techniques like differential privacy may distort the data, making it unsuitable for medical analysis, sometimes even fatal for users [7]. Therefore, the health query scheme on encrypted data should be accurate for medical analysis.

- Challenges on efficiency of health query on encrypted data. A various of cryptographic techniques have been proposed to conduct health query and data analysis on encrypted data. For example, different homomorphic encryption techniques are introduced in this research area [8]–[11]. But the overhead of the computation becomes a stumbling block to make this technique be popularized at mass industrial level. To provide good user experiences, the health query scheme on encrypted data should be efficient.

- Challenges on Security. Although the health data and users’ physiological data are encrypted, it is reasonable to assume an attacker know the plaintext of some encrypted data, or some other side information. Thus, it is important to require the scheme to be robust against some other attacks, like known-plaintext attack. Moreover, to prevent unauthenticated attackers, only authenticated users are allowed to conduct health query.

In this paper, aiming at solving these above challenges, we propose an efficient and privacy-preserving health query scheme over outsourced cloud, named HeOC, which allows authenticated users query on the encrypted health data without disclosing his/her sensitive physiological data to the cloud. Specifically, we design a novel sensor anomaly detection technique, which efficiently detects the anomaly disease with high risk for further analysis. The main contributions of this paper are as following:

- First, we propose the HeOC scheme, an efficient privacy-preserving health query over outsourced cloud. Particularly, in this scheme, the user detects the anomaly disease with the sensor collected data first to filter out the suspicious disease with its related physiological data. Then through a variant of OPRF protocol, the user can
health data owner. The hospital trains a various of diagnosis models for multiple diseases, and utilizes these diagnosis model to offer health query service. Because of the financial and operational benefits of data outsourcing, the hospital offers the health query via the cloud. However, the hospital is not willing to disclose the valuable diagnosis models to the cloud. Therefore, the hospital encrypts the diagnosis model and the health data, then outsources the encrypted data to the cloud.

- The users get authenticated from the hospital. Each authenticated user is equipped with a wearable BSN, which is comprised of a number of wearable sensor nodes wirelessly capturing and collaboratively processing the physiological data. A smart phone is used to preprocess the collected data. To prevent user’s privacy from leaking to the cloud, user obtains the access control key in advance, utilizes cryptographic and privacy-preserving techniques to encrypt the query and sends it to the cloud.

- The cloud gets the privacy-preserving query from users, utilizes the encrypted diagnosis model from the hospital to conduct disease diagnosis with cryptographic and privacy-preserving techniques. Then the cloud returns the encrypted diagnosis result to the users.

B. SECURITY REQUIREMENT

In context of outsourced system model, the cloud is considered as semi-honest, which means the cloud would strictly executes the protocol to guarantee the correctness of the outsourced diagnosis service, but it has financial incentives to recover the hospital’s valuable diagnosis model and user’s privacy information. Moreover, the cloud may be compromised by hackers. Therefore, to guarantee the privacy of user’s physiological data and the confidentiality of hospital’s diagnosis model, the following security requirements should be satisfied:

- **Privacy.** In the HeOC scheme, each user conducts health queries with sensor collected physiological and personal information like age, gender, medical history. These sensitive personal data should be prevented from leaking to the cloud. Specifically, the cloud can not know the user’s physiological data by observing the ciphertext of the query data, which means the HeOC scheme is secure under ciphertext-only attack. Moreover, if attackers know the plaintexts of some encrypted user query data, the attackers is not able to reveal the user’s physiological data corresponding to other ciphertexts. In other words, it is secure under know-plaintext attack.

- **Confidentiality.** The diagnosis models should be prevented from being disclosed to the cloud. Since these data are the intellectual properties belong to the hospital. Same as above, the cloud can not recover the diagnosis model with the encrypted medical data outsourced from the hospital, which means secure under ciphertext-only attack. What’s more, even when the attacker knows the plaintext of one encrypted disease diagnosis model, it can not obtain the plaintext of other encrypted diagnosis model, which is secure under known-plaintext attack.

- **Authentication.** Only authenticated users are allowed to send health query to the cloud and get the diagnosis result. If an illegal user forges a health query, this malicious operation should be detected immediately.

Besides above security requirements, other attacks such as differential privacy attack, access-pattern attack should be possible. In this paper, we only consider the security requirements above. We will leave the other attacks for future study.

C. DESIGN GOAL

Based on the system model mentioned above, our design goal is to develop an efficient and privacy-preserving health query over outsourced cloud. Specially, the following three objectives should be achieved:

- **Efficiency.** Considering the real-time requirements of online health query service and the diversity of the users, the proposed scheme should not constrain much computation and communication. Specifically, some time-consuming operations should be conducted to make the scheme acceptable.

- **Security.** The aforementioned security requirements should be satisfied. The proposed scheme should be resilient to ciphertext-only attacks and known-plaintext attacks. The privacy of user’s physiological data and confidentiality of the diagnosis model should be achieved.

- **Accuracy.** The accuracy of the health query should be guaranteed. The privacy enhancing techniques can not compromise the accuracy of the diagnosis service, because the inaccuracy may incur serious result for users. Therefore, the proposed scheme should achieve high accuracy.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we outline the pseudorandom functions (PRFs) and the IND-CCA2 secure public-key encryption technique, which will serve as the basis of our HeOC scheme.

A. PSEUDORANDOM FUNCTIONS

A pseudorandom (PRF) is an efficiently computable keyed function $f(k, \cdot)$ whose value is indistinguishable, for a randomly chosen $k$, from random elements in the function range. Let $\lambda$ be the security parameter.

**Definition 1:** Algorithms $F$, on input $K \in \{0,1\}^\lambda$, $x \in \{0,1\}^*$, output $\{0,1\}^\lambda$:

$$F : \{0,1\}^\lambda \times \{0,1\}^* \rightarrow \{0,1\}^\lambda$$

**Definition 2:** An algorithm $F$ is a variable-input-length pseudorandom function if for all probabilistic polynomial-time function $D$:

$$Pr[D^F_K(\cdot) = 1] - Pr[D^F(\cdot) = 1] \leq \text{negl}(n)$$
where \( ngl(n) \) is a negligible function in \( K \in \{0, 1\}^k, f \) is a uniform choice of \( F_{UC} \).

**Definition 3:** The oblivious PRF or OPRF is a protocol with a PRF \( F(k, x) \) that a sender \( S \) inputs \( k \) to a receiver \( R \) with an input \( x \), the \( R \) computes the value \( F(k, x) \), but the sender \( S \) learns nothing.

**B. IND-CCA2 SECURE PUBLIC-KEY ENCRYPTION TECHNIQUE**

A public-key encryption technique is a triplet of algorithms \((Gen, Enc, Dec)\). \( Gen \) is a probabilistic polynomial-time key generation algorithm. \( Enc \) is a probabilistic polynomial-time encryption algorithm. \( Dec \) is a deterministic polynomial-time decryption algorithm.

**Definition 4:** To a two-stage adversary \( A = (A_1, A_2) \) against a public-key encryption technique \( PKE \), we start the following experiment:

\[
Exp^{PKE, A}_{ca2}(n) : (pk, sk) \leftarrow Gen(1^n) \\
(m^0, m^1, state) \leftarrow \mathcal{A}_1^{Dec(sk, \cdot)}(pk) s.t. |m^0| = |m^1| \\
b \leftarrow \{0, 1\} \\
c^* \leftarrow Enc(pk, m^b) \\
b' \leftarrow \mathcal{A}_2^{Dec(sk, \cdot)}(c^*, state) \\
if \ b \ = \ b' \ return \ 1, \ else \ return \ 0
\]

The adversary \( A_2 \) is not allowed to query \( Dec(sk, \cdot) \) with \( c^* \). We define the advantage of \( A \) in the game as

\[
Adv^{PKE, A}_{ca2}(n) = |Pr[Exp^{PKE, A}_{ca2}(n) = 1] - 1/2|
\]

We say the PKE is indistinguishable against adaptive chosen-ciphertext attacks (IND-CCA2) if for all probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) adversaries \( A = (A_1, A_2) \) that make a polynomial number of oracle queries the advantage of \( A \) in the experiment is a negligible function of \( n \). For more comprehensive descriptions, please refer to [12].

**IV. PROPOSED HEOC SCHEME**

In this section, we propose a novel privacy-preserving disease query scheme based on the sensor anomaly detection technique, pseudorandom function PRFs and symmetric encryption technique.

**A. OVERVIEW**

The proposed HeOC scheme allows detecting sensor anomaly and determining the disease level in a privacy-preserving way. In HeOC, each user is equipped with a wearable BSN, which is comprised of a number of wearable sensor nodes wirelessly capturing and collaboratively processing physiological signals. These generated raw data are transmitted to the user’s smart phone for further processing. The user’s personal information includes age, gender, medical history, sensor data, etc. Before introducing the proposed scheme, we need to give an introduction about discretization on these user’s personal information. Discretization is a process of transferring continuous data into discrete counterparts. We use physiological data to refer the standardized personal information. Let \( X = \{x_1 \ldots x_n\} \) be the set of physiological data in HeOC scheme. Each element \( x \in X \) is standardized from the original personal information. Shown as Fig. 3, for a normal resting heart from 80-100, \( x \) is 4 (00010); from 60-80, \( x \) is 8 (01000); below 60, \( x \) is 16 (10000); from 100-120, \( x \) is 2 (00010); above 120, \( x \) is 1 (00001). These preprocessing makes the physiological data suitable for numerical evaluation and allows to standardize the input of the algorithm, so simplifying the implementation of the health query scheme.

**FIGURE 3.** Data discretization to turn numerical data into categorical.

**FIGURE 4.** HeOC includes the SADS technique and the disease level query technique.

The proposed HeOC scheme is comprised of a sensor anomaly detection technique (SADS) and a disease level query technique. Fig.4 depicts the query flow. The SADS technique allows the authenticated user to detect sensor anomaly and determine the related disease with high risk in a privacy-preserving way. Then, the user collects the physiological data related to the high risk disease, queries the specific disease level with the help of the cloud in a privacy-preserving way. For the readers’ convenience, we summarize the important notations to be used in Table 1.
TABLE 1. Notations frequently used in HeOC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>security parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Enc}()$</td>
<td>public encryption algorithm generated by the hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Enc}_c()$</td>
<td>public encryption algorithm generated by the cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${x_a \ldots x_b} \in \mathbb{X}$</td>
<td>physiological data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${s_1 \ldots s_\ell} \in \mathbb{S}$</td>
<td>sensors in user side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{hdmt}$</td>
<td>healthy D-Merkle tree build</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{ln}$</td>
<td>leaf node dictionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DL_{ij}$</td>
<td>level $i$ of disease $j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{hdmt}_c$</td>
<td>healthy D-Merkle tree outsourced to the cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{hash}()$</td>
<td>hash function for building node in D-Merkle tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{dmt} - u$</td>
<td>D-Merkle tree build by the user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{pf}$</td>
<td>pseudorandom function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_1$</td>
<td>pseudorandom function key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_2$</td>
<td>user access symmetric key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_3$</td>
<td>disease level dictionary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 5. An example of Disease Merkle Tree with physiological data $x_1 \ldots x_{10}$, which are collected from sensors $s_1 \ldots s_{10}$.

B. PROPOSED D-MERKLE TREE

Before describing HeOC scheme, we give an introduction on the proposed D-Merkle tree, which serves as a building block of the HeOC scheme. The proposed D-Merkle tree is a variant of Merkle tree. As shown in Fig.5, D-Merkle tree has following properties: 1) each non-leaf node is labeled with the cryptographic hash value of the labels of its child nodes; 2) each leaf node represents a disease, with points to related physiological data $\{x_a \ldots x_b\} \in \mathbb{X}$, which are collected from the sensors $\{s_a \ldots s_b\} \in \mathbb{S}$; 3) each leaf node has an accompany list, e.g. in the Fig.5, the accompany list of the leaf node $D_1$ is $[D_2, D_3]$. Given one leaf node and its accompany list, the root of the D-Merkle tree can be easily recovered. In context of the user-cloud-hospital disease level detection scheme, the hospital generates the D-Merkle tree, and outsources it to the authenticated users and the cloud. For confidentiality issue, before the D-Merkle tree $\text{hdmt}$ and the leaf-node dictionary $\text{ln}$ being outsourced to the cloud, the tree nodes are preprocessed as mentioned in section IV-B. As a result, the D-Merkle tree in the cloud does not contain any disease name and physiological pointer array in the leaf nodes. We note this tree $\text{hdmt}_c$. To fulfill the check algorithm later, the cloud uses node id to distinguish the leaf nodes. The procedure to build the $\text{hdmt}_c$ is shown as Fig.6. In the procedure, $k_3$ is a symmetric key, used for user access control.

1) HOSPITAL BUILDS THE HEALTHY D-MERKLE TREE

In the diagnosis table, the hospital picks the healthy level of all the diseases, and builds a healthy D-Merkle tree $\text{hdmt}$ and a leaf-node dictionary $\text{ln}$. For each leaf node, a node id is used as the pseudonym in the sensor anomaly detection technique later. Given $d$ diseases, the cost for searching the $\text{hdmt}$ is $O(\log d)$. With the dictionary $\text{ln}$, the cost to find the leaf node for disease level $DL_{ij}$ is $O(1)$.

For confidentiality issue, before the D-Merkle tree $\text{hdmt}$ and the leaf-node dictionary $\text{ln}$ being outsourced to the cloud, the tree nodes are preprocessed as mentioned in section IV-B. As a result, the D-Merkle tree in the cloud does not contain any disease name and physiological pointer array in the leaf nodes. We note this tree $\text{hdmt}_c$. To fulfill the check algorithm later, the cloud uses node id to distinguish the leaf nodes. The procedure to build the $\text{hdmt}_c$ is shown as Fig.6. In the procedure, $k_3$ is a symmetric key, used for user access control.

2) USER REGISTRATION

The user registration algorithm is shown as the Algorithm 1. When a user registers to involve in the privacy-preserving node is $O(1)$. In the proposed HeOC scheme, it is high frequency to find a disease leaf node. Thus, this data structure will make the scheme efficient.

C. SYSTEM SETUP

First of all, the hospital sets up a public key encryption algorithm which is IND-CCA2 secure, and publishes the public key and the encryption algorithm $\text{Enc}()$. The cloud also sets up a public key encryption algorithm which is IND-CCA2 secure, and publishes the public key and the encryption algorithm $\text{Enc}_c()$. Then, the hospital builds a diagnosis table according to multi-level diagnosis model for multi-disease. In each row of the diagnosis table, there is a disease level $DL_{ij}$ and corresponding physiological data $\{x_{a} \ldots x_{b}\}$. Given practical consideration, the physiological data $\{x_{a} \ldots x_{b}\} \in \mathbb{X}$ are standardized as mentioned in section IV-A, and each value $x \in \mathbb{X}$, $x < \text{MaxLevel}$, $\text{MaxLevel}$ is the maximum number of levels for disease. To simplify the notation, in each row of the diagnosis table, for level $j$ of disease $i$, we note it $DL_{ij}$, which has related physiological data $\{x_{a} \ldots x_{b}\} \in \mathbb{X}$.

FIGURE 6. The data structures of nodes for D-Merkle tree outsourced to cloud. (a) Non-leaf node. (b) Leaf node.
An algorithm to download the disease information on the cloud, he or she first collects his/her sensor information, sends the sensor list to the hospital. The hospital selects the diseases that can be detected according to the user’s sensor list, and retrieves the disease ids related to the selected diseases from the leaf node of the hdmt. Then the hospital generates a disease id list with these disease ids, and returns the list disease list back to the user. For instance, if the hospital owns the hdmt as Fig.5, and receives the sensor list \( (s_3, s_4, s_8, s_9) \), the hospital will returns the disease id list \( (D_1, D_4) \) back to the user.

Additionally, the user learns the relationship between each disease id with its corresponding sensors from the hospital. The user also gets the hash value of the root of the hdmt, \( hash_{root} \) for verification later in the sensor anomaly detection algorithm. Moreover, the user gets the symmetric key \( k_3 \) and the hash function \( hash() \) from the hospital through the secure channel.

3) HOSPITAL BUILDS AN ENCRYPTED DIAGNOSIS DATABASE

To fulfill the privacy-preserving disease level query, the hospital builds an encrypted database based on the diagnosis table. The hospital takes \( \lambda \) as the security parameter. We adopt one of the latest searchable symmetric encryption construction \cite{13}. The function \( pf \) is a variable-input-length pseudorandom function on input key \( K \in \{0, 1\}^\lambda \), \( x \in \{0, 1\}^\lambda \), output a string in \( \{0, 1\}^\lambda \). The Hospital picks two PRF keys \( k_1, k_2 \in K \) for PRF \( pf \), and builds the encrypted disease level index. For each disease level \( DL_{di} \), the hospital encrypts it as below:

\[
\begin{align*}
T_1 &= pf(k_1, x_a), ... |x_b) \\
T_2 &= pf(k_2, x_a), ... |x_b) \oplus DL_{di}
\end{align*}
\]

In the equation, for each disease level \( DL_{di} \), all the related physiological data \( (x_a, ... x_b) \in X \) are concatenated to be the input \( x_a, ... |x_b \) of the PRF \( pf \). Each row of the encrypted database is hashed by \( T_1 \) as key, \( T_2 \) as value, which are added in the dictionary \( DLDic \). Then the hospital outsources the dictionary \( DLDic \) to the cloud.

After the setup, the cloud gets the preprocessed healthy D-Merkle tree \( hdmt \), encrypted disease level dictionary \( DLDic \). Each registered user gets the disease id list according to his/her sensor information, the hash value of the root of the \( hdmt, \ hash_{root} \), the access key \( k_3 \), the hash function \( hash() \), the security parameter \( \lambda \), two PRF keys \( k_1, k_2 \in K \) and the PRF \( pf \).

D. SENSOR ANOMALY DETECTION TECHNIQUE

In this section, we present a novel sensor anomaly detection technique named SADS, which will serve as the basis of our HeOC scheme for privacy-preserving health query over outsourced cloud.

1) MONITOR ALGORITHM

As mentioned above, the BSN placed in different location on the human body wirelessly captures and collaboratively processes physiological data, synthesizes responses and forwards data to a local hub, user’s smartphone. User inputs gender, age, medical history, cooperated with the collected sensor data. These data are standardized to be physiological data \( (x_1 \ldots x_\lambda) \) in the smartphone. According to the relationship between the disease ids and sensors got from the hospital, the user calculates the hash value for each disease id. For a disease id \( id \) and the physiological data \( (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_\lambda) \) collected by its related sensors \( \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_\lambda\} \), the user calculates \( hash_i = hash(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_\lambda, k_3) \).

In the monitor algorithm, for the disease id vector \( Id = (id_1, id_2, \ldots, id_n) \) got from the hospital, the user calculates the hash vector

\[
Hash = (hash_{1}, hash_{2}, \ldots, hash_{n})
\]

2) VERIFICATION AND CHECK ALGORITHM

When a user wants to find the anomaly disease with high risk, he or she needs to download the disease information from the cloud to conduct the comparison. The downloaded information can be verified with the hash value of the root of the \( hdmt, \ hash_{root} \). Different users may have different sensors, so the disease information downloaded from the cloud varies according to the sensors the user owns.

The algorithm to download the disease information from the cloud is shown in the Algorithm 2. Considering the practicality of the different sensors the users wear,

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Algorithm 1 Diseases_From_Sensors()}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\State \( \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_k\} \) sensors
\State \( L_s \) bit length of a sensor \( S_i \)
\State \( k \) size of the sensors
\State User does:
\For {i = 1 to \( k \)}
\State \( Enc(S_i[r]) \)
\EndFor
\State sends \( \{Enc(S_1[r]), Enc(S_2[r]), \ldots, Enc(S_k[r])\} \) to the hospital
\State Hospital does:
\For {i = 1 to \( k \)}
\State \( S_i = Dec(Enc(S_i[r])) \)
\EndFor
\State finds \( \{D_1, D_2, \ldots, D_n\} \) according to the \( S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_k \)
\State sends \( \{D_1 \oplus r, D_2 \oplus r, \ldots, D_n \oplus r\} \) to the user
\State User gets \( \{D_1, D_2, \ldots, D_n\} \)
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

health query, he or she first collects his/her sensor information, sends the sensor list to the hospital. The hospital selects the diseases that can be detected according to the user’s sensor list, and retrieves the disease ids related to the selected diseases from the leaf node of the hdmt. Then the hospital generates a disease id list with these disease ids, and returns the list disease list back to the user. For instance, if the hospital owns the hdmt as Fig.5, and receives the sensor list \( \{s_3, s_4, s_8, s_9\} \), the hospital will returns the disease id list \( \{D_1, D_4\} \) back to the user.

Additionally, the user learns the relationship between each disease id with its corresponding sensors from the hospital. The user also gets the hash value of the root of the hdmt, \( hash_{root} \) for verification later in the sensor anomaly detection algorithm. Moreover, the user gets the symmetric key \( k_3 \) and the hash function \( hash() \) from the hospital through the secure channel.
Algorithm 2 Search_Diseases(DiseaseList, hdmt − c)
1: \[\text{DiseaseList, } \{D_1, D_2, \ldots, D_n\}\] disease list owned by the user.
2: \[\text{Output: LeafList, the hash value of the leaf nodes searched.}\]
3: \[\text{Output: AccompListList, list of the n accompany list for DiseaseList = \{D_1, D_2, \ldots, D_n\}}\]
4: for \(i = 1 \text{ to } n\) do
5: \(\text{List AccompList}\)
6: \(\text{node} = \text{hdmt} − c.\text{leaf}(D_i)\)
7: \(\text{LeafList.add(node)}\)
8: \(\text{AccompList.add(node sibling)}\)
9: while node! = root do
10: \(\text{node = node parent}\)
11: \(\text{AccompList.add(node sibling)}\)
12: end while
13: \(\text{AccompListList.add(AccompList)}\)
14: end for
15: \(\text{Cloud sends AccompListList and LeafList to the user}\)

Algorithm 3 Verify_and_Check()
1: \[\text{Input: AccompListList, hashroot, LeafList}\]
2: \[\text{Input: hash}_i \in \text{Hash} = (\text{hash}_1, \text{hash}_2, \ldots, \text{hash}_n)\]
3: \[\text{Output: AnomalyDiseaseList, anomaly leaf nodes}\]
4: for \(i = 1 \text{ to } n\) do
5: \(\text{AccompList = AccompListList.get(i)}\)
6: \(\text{leafnode = LeafList.get(i)}\)
7: for \(j = 1 \text{ to } \text{AccompList.size()}\) do
8: \(\text{hash}_r = \text{leafnode.hash}\)
9: \(\text{hash}_i = \text{AccompList.get(j).hash}\)
10: \(\text{hash}_r = \text{hash}(\text{hash}_i \oplus \text{hash}_r)\)
11: end for
12: if hash_r! = hashroot then
13: alert(verification_error)
14: end if
15: if leafnode.hash! = hash_i then
16: \(\text{AnomalyDiseaseList.add(D_i)}\)
17: end if
18: end for

Each authenticated user downloads the leaf nodes (LeafList) of the hdmt − c related to the user’s sensors. Additionally, the user downloads the accompany list for each leaf node to verify these leaf nodes. In the algorithm, AccompList stores the accompany nodes for each leaf node. At the end of this algorithm, the cloud returns the LeafList and AccompListList back to the user.

After the user downloads the leaf nodes and the correspondingly accompany list, the user compares and verifies the information in the user-side, shown as the Algorithm 3. In the algorithm, the user first verifies all the downloaded leaf nodes by computing the hash value of each leaf node and the nodes of its accompany list. If all the downloaded information are correct, the computed hash value should be same as the hash value of the root of the hdmt − c, hashroot. Then, the user compares the hash value hash_i \in Hash = (hash_1, hash_2, \ldots, hash_n) with the counterpart hash value in the downloaded leaf node. If these two values are different, it means the user has this related disease with high risk. Thus, the disease information D_i will be added into AnomalyDiseaseList for further detection.

After the verification and check algorithm, the user verifies the downloaded leaf nodes and filters out the diseases with high risk, which are stored in the AnomalyDiseaseList.

E. PRIVACY-PRESERVING DISEASE LEVEL QUERY

The authenticated user gets the key k_1, k_2 from hospital through secure channel. With the SADS technique, the user finds out the anomaly leaf nodes, each of which represents one disease. To simplify the disease level query technique, we consider one leaf node and one corresponding disease. The query technique is same for other anomaly leaf nodes.

For an anomaly leaf node and the corresponding disease, the user gets the related (x_a, \ldots, x_b) from the physiological_point_array in the leaf node. With a pseudorandom function p_f, the user calculates two values as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    t_1 &= pf(k_1, x_a|||\ldots|||x_b) \\
    t_2 &= pf(k_2, x_a|||\ldots|||x_b)
\end{align*}
\]

generates a random value r and encrypts the t_1 with the cloud’s public key encryption algorithm, Enc_c(t_1|r). Then the user sends Enc_c(t_1|r) to the cloud.

The cloud decrypts the Enc_c(t_1|r) and gets t_1 and r as below:

\[
t_1|r = Dec_c(Enc_c(t_1|r))
\]

Because the t_1 is the length of \lambda, t_1 is the left \lambda bits of the t_1|r, and the rest bits of the t_1|r is the random number r. The cloud uses t_1 as the dictionary key to search the value in the disease level dictionary DLDic, and gets the result (⊥ or T_2). ⊥ means no matched value was found. Then, the cloud calculates T_2_r = T_2 \oplus r, and returns (⊥ or T_2_r) back to the user.

If the query result is not ⊥, the user calculates the disease level as:

\[
\begin{align*}
    DL &= r \oplus T_2 \oplus T_{2_r} \\
    &= r \oplus T_2 \oplus (T_2 \oplus r) \\
    &= t_2 \oplus pf(k_2, x_a|||\ldots|||x_b) \oplus DL_{ij} \\
    &= pf(k_2, x_a|||\ldots|||x_b) \oplus pf(k_2, x_a|||\ldots|||x_b) \oplus DL_{ij} \\
    &= DL_{ij}
\end{align*}
\]

where DL_{ij} is the level j of disease i.

F. CORRECTNESS PROOF

First, we prove that when the user sends his/her sensor information, he/she can get the correct related disease information. Each sensor S_i \in \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_l\} is encrypted by the user as Enc(S_i|r), r is a random number generated by the user. When receiving Enc(S_i|r), the hospital can decrypt the information...
and get the $S_i|\tau$, because the hospital has the private key of the public key encryption technique. Moreover, because each $S_i \in \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_n\}$ is Ls bits length, the hospital can easily get the $S_i$ and the random number $r$. After finding out the diseases $\{D_1, D_2, \ldots, D_n\}$ according to the sensors $S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_n$, the hospital returns the $\{D_1 \oplus r, D_2 \oplus r, \ldots, D_n \oplus r\}$ back to the user. Because the random number $r$ is generated by the user, the user can easily recover the correct $\{D_1, D_2, \ldots, D_n\}$.

Second, the user can correctly verify the leaf nodes downloaded from the cloud in the SADS technique. In the setup, the hospital publishes the root of the $hdmt$, hash$_{root}$ as the signature of the $hdmt$. When a user wants to detect the anomaly diseases, he/she downloads all the leaf nodes and the related accompany list according to his/her disease list.

Shown as the line 6 to line 11 in the Algorithm 3, the user can calculate a new hash value hash$_i$. If the hash$_i$ is same as the public signature hash$_{root}$, the related leaf node is proved to be correct.

Third, the user can correctly get the disease level $DL_{ij}$ by querying with $t_1 = pf(k_1, x_a||\ldots||x_b)$. In the system setup, the hospital encrypts the disease diagnosis table and builds the disease level dictionary $DDL_{ic}$. Each row of the diagnosis table contains information for level $j$ of disease $i$ $DL_{ij}$ with the related physiological data $(x_a, \ldots, x_b) \in \mathbb{X}$.

In the dictionary $DDL_{ic}$, the key is $pf(k_1, x_a||\ldots||x_b)$ and the value is $pf(k_2, x_a||\ldots||x_b) \oplus DL_{ij}$. Therefore, in the disease level query technique, the user concatenates the $(x_a, \ldots, x_b)$ and calculates the key $pf(k_1, x_a||\ldots||x_b)$, which is same as the key build by the hospital. Therefore, the hospital will definitely return the responding value $pf(k_2, x_a||\ldots||x_b) \oplus DL_{ij} \oplus r$. Because the random number $r$ is generated by the user, when receiving the query result, the user removes the $pf(k_2, x_a||\ldots||x_b) \oplus r$ with the xor operation with $t_2$ and $r$, and gets the $DL_{ij}$, which is the level $j$ of disease $i$.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the security properties of the proposed HeOC scheme. Specifically, following the security requirements discussed earlier, our analysis will focus on how the proposed HeOC scheme can achieve the user’s personal data privacy and hospital’s diagnosis model confidentiality.

The user’s personal privacy includes physiological data, medical history, age, gender, etc. On the other hand, hospital diagnosis model confidentiality involves of disease level with its related medical data in the encrypted D-Merkle tree and disease level query technique. The security of the HeOC scheme relies on the underlying standard encryption, hash function, pseudorandom function and the SADS technique. The pseudorandom function prevents the cloud from learning the disease diagnosis model database while the SADS technique and the disease query technique protect the user’s private personal information and hospital diagnosis model from the cloud. Thus, we focus on the diagnosis of user’s privacy and disease model in tree stage: system setup, sensor anomaly detection and disease level query.

A. SECURITY OF THE SYSTEM SETUP

In the system setup, a healthy D-Merkle tree is build by the hospital with the physiological data in the healthy status.

In the non-leaf nodes of the outsourced healthy D-Merkle tree $hdmt - c$, all the names are removed. And in the leaf nodes of $hdmt - c$, all the names and physiological_pointer are deleted. Therefore, only the hash value and id are kept to identify the nodes. The attacker can not reveal the diseases related to the leaf nodes and the corresponding physiological data $(x_a, \ldots, x_b) \in \mathbb{X}$.

On the other hand, the user sends his/her sensor information to query the disease list can be detected. The IND-CCA2 secure public encryption technique $Enc()$ prevents the sensor information from being hacked by some hackers. Additionally, when the hospital returns the disease list, the random value $r$ generated by the user hides the disease list against attackers.

B. SECURITY OF THE SENSOR ANOMALY DETECTION

In the sensor anomaly detection technique, the user downloads all the leaf nodes and the related accompany list according to his/her disease list. In the disease list, only the disease ids are used as the pseudonyms, so that the disease list will not leak any sensitive information of the user. Even when an attacker knows one disease with its corresponding disease id, the attacker can not recover other disease information of the user. Moreover, the user verifies and checks the diseases with high risk on his/her own. The attacker can not recover the user’s sensor information, which means the sensitive physiological data.

C. SECURITY OF THE DISEASE LEVEL QUERY

As discussed above, it is secure for user’s personal information and hospital diagnosis model in sensor anomaly detection technique. It is also hard to reveal these privacy in disease level query technique, because the database are encrypted with $pf(k_1, x_a||\ldots||x_b)$, $pf(k_2, x_a||\ldots||x_b) \oplus DL_{ij}$. We follows constructions [13], which is simple to achieve efficient constructions for pseudorandom function and encryption scheme to guarantee chosen-keyword attacks (CKA2). Same as above, the IND-CCA2 secure public key encryption technique $Enc()$ generated by the cloud prevents the $t_1|\tau$ from being recovering by the hackers. The random number $r$ generated by the user keeps the disease level $DL_{ij}$ stored in the $T_{2r} = T_{2} \oplus r$ away from being recovered by the hackers.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed HeOC scheme in terms of computational cost and communication cost.

A. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

We have implemented the HeOC scheme in python and java. We tested HeOC’s performance in a testbed of alibaba elastic compute service, a mac osx laptop and one android phone.
Those machines play the roles of cloud, hospital and mobile user. The hardware and software of these machines are shown in Table 2, while the parameter settings are shown as Table 3. Specifically, we adopt the Goldreich-Goldwasser-Micali [14] and SHA256 to construct PRFs.

### B. HOSPITAL’S COMPUTATIONAL COST
In the system setup, the hospital builds a healthy D-Merkle tree $hdmt$ and encrypts the diagnosis table. According to a survey of World Health Organization (WHO), the WHO distinguishes 12,420 disease categories in ICD-10 (2010) [15]. Thus, we test the time for SADS and disease level query with disease level number of $10^2$, $2 \times 10^2$, $3 \times 10^2$, $4 \times 10^2$, $5 \times 10^2$, $10^3$, $2 \times 10^3$, $3 \times 10^3$, $4 \times 10^3$, $5 \times 10^3$, $10^4$, $2 \times 10^4$, $3 \times 10^4$, $4 \times 10^4$, $5 \times 10^4$, $10^5$, $2 \times 10^5$, $3 \times 10^5$, $4 \times 10^5$, $5 \times 10^5$, $10^6$, shown as Fig.7. Even for the $5 \times 10^3$ disease, it takes less than 2.52 seconds to build the $hdmt$ for the hospital. Considering that system setup is conducted only once, it is acceptable for the hospital to take non-negligible time to setup these work.

### C. COMPUTATIONAL COST AT USER SIDE
The user involves of three tasks: 1) The user finds the disease list according to the user’s sensors in user registration. 2) The user downloads the leaf nodes and related accompany list according to the disease list, then verifies and checks the downloaded information to find the disease with high risk in the SADS technique. 3) The user uses $PRF$ to detect the accurate disease level $DL_{ij}$ for each disease with high risk in the disease level query technique. We let the android phone generates 100 anomaly issues, and test the average latency.

To test the user registration latency, we let the android phone generates 100, 300, 500, 700, 900 sensors. The test result is shown as Fig.8. It takes less than 6.8 seconds even with 900 sensors to initial the setup for the user. The user registration is conducted only once for the user, so the computational cost is acceptable.

To clearly test the latency in the SADS for the user. The most prominent time is the latency for verification. The verification latency for each disease is strongly related to the tree level of the $hdmt$ stored in the cloud. Thus, we test the verification latency with the disease number of $10^2$, $10^3$, $10^4$, $10^5$, $10^6$ in the cloud side. The result is shown as Fig.9. The test result demonstrates that the verification latency climbs gradually with the tree level of the $hdmt$. Even with, $10^6$ diseases, the tree level of the $hdmt$ is 22, the verification latency for one disease is only 3 milliseconds. Therefore, one user with hundreds of diseases to verify only needs about 1 seconds to verify and check all the information to find the diseases with high risk. It is very efficient.

What’s more, two $PRF$ encryptions are required for the user to query the disease level $DL_{ij}$. From the test result, we know that it takes less than 27 milliseconds to encrypt an anomaly leaf with $pf$, which is negligible for a user with smartphone.
D. COMPUTATIONAL COST AT CLOUD SIDE

In the SADS technique, the user downloads all the leaf nodes and the related accompany list in the \textit{hdmt} from the cloud. The cloud latency in the SADS is strongly related to the tree level and the queried disease number. To clearly test the cloud latency, we test the cloud latency for one queried disease while the \textit{hdmt} has disease number of $10^2$, $10^3$, $10^4$, $10^5$, $10^6$. The result is shown as Fig. 10. Assuming a user has 1000 diseases to query in the SADS technique, it shows that even with $10^6$ diseases in the \textit{hdmt}, the computational cost to search the anomaly leaf node at the cloud side is acceptable.

To find the high risk leaf node, the cloud searches the value with the key $t_1 = pf(k_1, x_1||\ldots||x_n)$. The computational cost to find a value in the dictionary \textit{DLDic} is $O(1)$, which is negligible for the cloud.

E. COMMUNICATION COST

In the system setup, the hospital outsources the \textit{hdmt} and the encrypted disease level database to the cloud. Each tree node of \textit{hdmt} includes one 32 bits node \textit{id} and one 256 bits hash value. Each row of the encrypted disease level has one 256 bits key and one 256 bits value. Considering we have $n$ diseases and total $L$ disease levels, the total communication cost for hospital to outsourse the \textit{hdmt} and the encrypted disease level is about $(2n - \frac{n}{2^{288}}) \times 288 + 512L \approx (2n - 1) \times 288 + 512L$ bits under the system settings in Table 3. It is conducted only one time. So it is acceptable for the hospital.

In the user registration, a user sends all his/her sensor information to query the diseases that can be detected. Assuming the user has $k$ sensors and the query result is $n$ diseases that will be detected. Let each one sensor and one disease be 32 bits length, it takes $32k$ bits to send the sensors and $32n$ bits to receive the query result.

In the SADS technique, a user sends the disease list to the cloud to download the leaf nodes and the related accompany list in the \textit{hdmt}. Let the \textit{hdmt} in the cloud has $D$ diseases and the user has $n$ diseases to detect, it takes $32\times n\times (\log D + 1)$ bits to download all the leaf nodes and the accompany list. In reality, the disease number $n$ the user has will be at most 1000. The disease number $D$ in the \textit{hdmt}, will be around $10^6$. Thus, the communication cost is acceptable for the user to download the leaf nodes and the related accompany list.

VII. RELATED WORKS

Our work related to not only privacy-preserving health query, but also privacy-preserving query over outsourced data. In this section, we introduce the related research works devoted to privacy-preserving methods for secure medical data.

We focus on three kinds of privacy-preserving methods used for privacy-preserving query over outsourced data: 1) k-anonymity to guarantee the identity of the person can not be established in outsourced data; 2) homomorphic encryption to allow computations to be performed on encrypted data; 3) differential privacy to offer quantifiable bound of privacy on the disclosure data or any query result. These privacy-preserving methods have different usages. Next, we review the works applying these methods to achieve privacy-preserving query over outsourced data.

A. K-ANONYMITY BASED PRIVACY-PRESERVING SCHEMES AND CHALLENGES

k-anonymity is a notion defining a database, first we introduce the notation quasi-identifiers, i.e., attributes that can be exploited for linking the records to the users in the database. K-anonymity means that the quasi-identifiers of every record in a database being related to no fewer than $k$ users. Many applications and novel techniques [16]–[21] are proposed to achieve k-anonymity. A paper [17] proposes an application of k-anonymity to preserve privacy in wireless sensor network medical environments. Another paper [16] presents a k-member cluster seed selection algorithm (KMCSSA) and applies it in k-member clustering to achieve k-anonymity. Recently, a proposal [21] presented a scalable k-anonymization approach using MapReduce for the case of very large medical databases. K-anonymity is necessary in the case of data sharing to preserve privacy. However, if attackers reveal the information of one user related to some quasi-identifiers, all the users from the same quasi-identifiers will be identified.

B. HOMOMORPHIC ENCRYPTION BASED SCHEME AND CHALLENGES

There are two kinds of homomorphic encryption, which includes partial homomorphic encryption that allows addition of encryption data and fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) that allows both addition and multiplication on encrypted data. ElGamal [22] and Paillier [23] are most widely used to implement homomorphic encryption systems [8]–[11], [24]–[30]. Specifically, the fully homomorphic encryption achieves the health query on encrypted data. However, its implementation involves of high computation overhead. A recent work [31] proposed a novel parallelization to speed up the fully homomorphic based scheme. A paper [10] also demonstrates privacy-preserving health monitoring schemes with wearable devices and cloud service provider. Some recent works [26]–[28] also improve patient location privacy in mobile medical queries. As mentioned
above, how to make scheme efficient is a big challenge while adopting homomorphic encryption, especially in large health databases.

C. DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY BASED SCHEME AND CHALLENGES

Differential privacy is a tool used to offer quantifiable bound of privacy on the disclosure of query result. It is widely used in statistic analysis [32], [33]. Recent works [34]–[40] proposed differential privacy based scheme on genomic analysis. They used these differential privacy mechanisms for detecting significant positions on DNA. Recently a paper [41] proposed a differential privacy scheme for the privacy attack on Genomic Beacon Services [42]. However, because of the randomization added to the result, differential privacy based method is not suitable in some medical scenarios, which require the accurate results.

All above schemes can be applied to a wide range of privacy-preserving health query over outsourced data. However, they face big challenges on efficiency, accuracy or security issues. Therefore, we propose the HeOC scheme to allow authenticated user conduct privacy-preserving health query on encrypted database over outsourced cloud efficiently and accurately.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed an efficient and privacy-preserving health query over cloud, which preserves user’s personal privacy and achieves the confidentiality of the health service provider’s diagnosis model. To realize HeOC, we have designed a sensor anomaly detection technique to find the high risk disease, then with oblivious pseudorandom function protocol, the user queries the health diagnosis result accurately. In addition, performance evaluation via implementing an android app and two python programs demonstrates its efficiency in computation and communication overhead.
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